Balancing the risks of prolonged gestation against those ofinduced labour is difficult. Risks to the fetus increase slightly after 42 Accurate dating of pregnancy is important for other reasons, such as prenatal diagnosis and early identification of intrauterine growth retardation. In addition, ultrasonographic dating has been shown to reduce the incidence of truly prolonged pregnancy from about 10% to as low as 1%.' Even among women who are sure of their dates the incidence of post-term pregnancy can be halved if an early ultrasound scan is performed. This is important as the outcome for women whose labour is induced for "uncertain postmaturity" is significantly worse than for those who have labour induced at 42 weeks' gestation.2
preference for minimal interference in childbirth the most acceptable management of post-term pregnancy seems to be increased fetal surveillance. Each case needs to be considered individually and it is important that the woman is involved in the decision to induce. Perhaps the most important part of managing postterm pregnancy is involving the woman and her partner. The decision to induce or not should be discussed, and ifpossible the woman's views respected. I discuss induction of labour at 42 weeks' gestation in an otherwise uncomplicated pregnancy and offer it if the cervix is favourable and the woman keen to be delivered. I encourage women to have induction at 43 weeks' gestation because of the slightly increased risk to the baby thereafter. Unfortunately, there is no "right time" to induce nor any conclusive data on which to base a rational decision.
